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Online publishers and advertisers have recently shown increasing interest in using targeted advertising online.
Such targeting allows them to present users with advertisements that are a better match, based on their past
browsing and search behavior and other available information (e.g., hobbies registered on a web site). This
technique, known as behavioral targeting, has been hailed as the new “Holy Grail” in online advertising
because of its potential effectiveness. In this paper, we study the economic implications when an online publisher engages in behavioral targeting. The publisher auctions off an advertising slot and is paid on a cost-perclick basis. Using a horizontal differentiation model to capture the fit between a user and an advertisement
being displayed, we identify the factors that affect the publisher’s revenue, the advertisers’ payoffs, and social
welfare. We show that revenue for the online publisher in some circumstances can double when behavioral
targeting is used. However, increased revenue for the publisher is not guaranteed: in some cases, the prices
of advertising and hence the publisher’s revenue can be lower, depending on the degree of competition and the
advertisers’ valuations. We identify two effects associated with behavioral targeting: a competitive effect and
a propensity effect. The relative strength of the two effects determines whether the publisher’s revenue is
positively or negatively affected. We also demonstrate that, although social welfare is increased and small
advertisers are better off under behavioral targeting, the dominant advertiser might be worse off and reluctant
to switch from traditional advertising.
Keywords: Behavioral targeting, targeted advertising, online advertising, pricing, competition, auctions,
analytical modeling, economic modeling

Introduction1
Advances in information technology have radically changed
online advertising, most notably in the ability to measure
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advertising outcomes and target advertisements. Information
technology now can easily monitor clicks on a specific advertisement—which to some degree is regarded as the measure
of effectiveness of advertising—and, as a result, using costper-click has become the new standard pricing practice for
online advertising. Meanwhile, technology also enables the
delivery of more targeted advertisements to consumers, for
example, based on the keyword that a consumer enters in a
search engine or the location of the consumer inferred from
the computer’s IP address. One radical and recent innovation
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in targeted advertising is behavioral targeting—a technology
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of advertising by online
publishers. Behavioral targeting uses information collected
from an individual’s web-browsing behavior (e.g., the pages
that they have visited or the searches they have conducted) to
select advertisements to display. This paper aims to analyze
how behavioral targeting affects a publisher’s and advertisers’
payoffs, as well as social welfare.
“Cookies” (a small text file installed on a computer by web
sites) have traditionally been used to track user behavior on
the Web, such as a user’s web visiting history. Recent
tracking technology is much more sophisticated and able to
capture detailed data about a user’s actions and online
behavior.2 To illustrate, a recent study by The Wall Street
Journal (Angwin 2010) found that the nation’s top 50
websites install, on average, 64 pieces of tracking technology,
usually without any notification to users.
Behavioral targeting has been used for different advertising
formats on the Internet. For example, any banner advertisement associated with a text web page (e.g., from Dictionary.
com or MSN) can be chosen in a way to reflect a user’s
interest. Similarly, the “pre-roll” (i.e., a video advertisement
that appears before a requested video starts) or “overlay ad”
(i.e., an advertisement that appears near the bottom of a video
window) with online videos (e.g., from YouTube or ESPN3)
can also be tailored based on a user’s interest. Therefore,
under behavioral targeting, if a user is known to have recently
visited a number of automotive shopping and comparison
sites based on the data recorded by cookies stored on the
user’s computer, the user can then be served automotiverelated advertisements when he visits Dictionary.com or
YouTube, even if the word he searches on Dictionary.com or
the video on YouTube he watches is not related to automobiles (Angwin 2010; Bazilian 2011). In June 2011,
Google announced that it would allow “interest-based advertising” (Google’s term for behavioral targeting) for all
advertisers on Google’s Display Network (Bazilian 2011).
Interest-based advertisements are auctioned off on the basis
of click-through rates, and user’s interests are derived from
their online browsing behavior.
Advertising using behavioral targeting is becoming a sizable
industry: eMarketer estimated that online advertisers spent
more than $1.3 billion in targeted advertising in 2011, and the
figure is expected to rise to more than $2.6 billion in 2014
(Hallerman 2010). Different studies also show the promise of
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behavioral targeting from different perspectives. Based on
user survey responses from countries in the European Union
(subject to the EU Privacy and Electronic Communications
Directive, which prevents the collection and use of user data
for behavioral targeting purposes) and non-EU countries,
Goldfarb and Tucker (2011) find that, on average, users in EU
countries were as much as 65 percent less likely to purchase
a product advertised, compared to users in non-EU countries.
In other words, users are much less likely to purchase after
viewing advertisements that were not behaviorally targeted.
When it comes to users’ intent to click on an advertisement,
the results are even more staggering: experiments have
shown that click-through rates can be increased by as much as
670 percent using behavioral targeting (Yan et al. 2009).
Despite such dramatic potential improvements for advertisers
and online publishers, some users and user advocacy groups
have expressed concerns over the privacy issues raised by
behavioral targeting (Clifford 2009). To date, the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) has tried to let advertisers and
publishers self-regulate: it has established a set of principles
that Internet service providers (ISPs) and other collectors of
user behavioral data should heed (FTC 2009). One such
principle is that the data collector should receive “affirmative
express consent [from the user] to the Use of Sensitive Data.”
Some online publishers (e.g., Google) require the user to
explicitly opt in before they collect any sensitive data, and
they allow the user to select and specify what information can
be gathered and what it can be used for. In this paper, we do
not model the effects of behavioral targeting on the end-users.
Rather, we are interested in finding out whether an online
publisher and online advertisers would benefit from offering
behaviorally targeted advertisements. If the answer is negative, user privacy concerns become irrelevant because the
adoption of behavioral targeting would be unlikely. In
general, this paper aims to understand how behavioral targeting affects publishers’ revenues (or the prices charged to
the advertisers), advertisers’ payoffs, and social welfare.
In this paper, we consider a publisher who has one advertising
slot for sale. This slot is used either for behavioral targeting,
in which different advertisements are displayed for different
users based on the fit between advertisements and users, or
for traditional advertising, in which the same chosen advertisement is displayed for all users. Users (or potential customers) have different preferences for the advertisements,
which translates into a different likelihood of clicking the
advertisement. We assume that there is no universal ranking
of the preferences over the user population, and user preferences are modeled to be horizontally differentiated. As in
traditional horizontal differentiation models, the taste (or fit)
of users is measured by their distance from the advertiser:
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practical behavioral targeting algorithms (e.g., Liu and Lin
2007) compute this number as the fit between a user and an
advertisement. The advertising slot is sold by weighted unitprice auctions, in which advertisers place cost-per-click bids
and the winner is selected based on both the fit to a user and
their cost-per-click bids. The winning advertiser pays according to the rule of second weighted unit price, which
currently is the most commonly used payment scheme in
online advertising auctions.

Behavioral targeting outperforms traditional advertising only
if the competitive effect is dominated by the propensity effect.
In particular, we show that when the advertisers competing
for the advertising space are comparable and the number of
advertisers is large, behavioral targeting generates more
revenue for the publisher. This gain under behavioral
targeting is increasing in user heterogeneity and the number
of advertisers, and the expected revenue for the publisher can
double compared to traditional advertising.

The main questions we try to answer are these: Do online
publishers and advertisers benefit from behavioral targeting
as compared to traditional advertising? How does behavioral
targeting affect publishers’ and advertisers’ payoffs? Because
of the increased effectiveness of behaviorally targeted advertisements, conventional wisdom would suggest that the
answers to these questions are easily predicted, as summed up
in an article in The Economist (2008) about behavioral
targeting:

In addition, we find that the effect of behavioral targeting on
different advertisers’ payoffs is asymmetric. While small
advertisers are generally better off under behavioral targeting
by winning their targeted users, the dominant advertiser may
or may not be better off. The dominant advertiser is worse off
under behavioral targeting when he has a significant competitive advantage over his competitors because, under traditional
advertising, the advertiser would otherwise grab a larger
group of users and still realize a decent payoff. The real
benefit brought by the increased effectiveness of behavioral
targeting is realized in the higher joint payoff of the publisher
and the advertisers, as well as in social welfare under some
assumptions about the users. We show that the joint payoff
of the publisher and the advertisers is maximized under
behavioral targeting. When users are given the choice to opt
out of behavioral targeting and under some other mild
assumptions, we can demonstrate that the social welfare for
publishers, advertisers, and users is higher under behavioral
targeting than under traditional advertising.

Advertisers will be prepared to pay more to place
ads, since they are more likely to be clicked on.
That in turn means that websites will be able to
charge more for their advertising slots.
However, our research shows that this expected relationship
between charges and clicks does not necessarily emerge when
the advertising slot is auctioned off. Instead, using targeted
advertisements turns out to have a similar effect as product
differentiation: it causes relaxed competition among the
advertisers, and hence it is possible that advertisers need not
pay as much for the advertising slot as they do under traditional advertising. By focusing on a specific user segment, an
advertiser’s advertisement may be selected with a relatively
low price under behavioral targeting. That is, because fewer
advertisers focus on a targeted user, it is more likely that the
subset of advertisers focusing on the specific user have low
value and/or low probabilities of click-through for this user,
which enables the winning advertiser to pay less for the advertising slot. We call this phenomenon the competitive effect
of behavioral targeting, and it can depress the online publisher’s income by lowering the revenue per click-through.
On the other hand, we find that the negative effect of relaxed
competition for online publishers might be offset by a positive
propensity effect under behavioral targeting: the increase in
the probability of a click-through stemming from targeting
advertisements. The propensity effect results in a higher
expected volume of click-throughs, which positively contributes to the publisher’s revenue. Whether the publisher can
benefit from behavioral targeting depends on the trade-off
between the competitive effect and the propensity effect.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the earliest
theoretical studies on the effects of behavioral targeting. This
work makes a substantive contribution to the understanding
of the emerging behavioral targeting technology by providing
a theoretical explanation of how behavioral targeting affects
publishers, advertisers, and social welfare. This study also
makes a theoretical contribution to the online advertising
literature by developing an integrated three-layer framework
(i.e., users, advertisers, and a publisher), in which a horizontal
differentiation model is suggested as the means to measure the
fit between users and advertisers, and on that basis advertisers
compete for the advertising space provided by the publisher
via auctions to display their advertisements to users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we discuss the related literature. We then set forth
our model and provide an equilibrium analysis. We study the
effect of behavioral targeting on the publisher, on the advertisers, and on the joint payoff of the publisher and the
advertisers before discussing some extensions. Finally, we
present our conclusions.
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Literature Review
Behavioral targeting of online advertisements is a relatively
new phenomenon, and only limited studies have been devoted
to this topic. Beales (2010) uses data collected from online
advertising networks and finds that prices and conversion
rates (i.e., the likelihood of a click eventually leading to a
sale) for behaviorally targeted advertisements are more than
twice as high as those for traditional advertising. We complement these empirical findings on the effect of targeting on the
prices that advertisers pay by analytically studying the effect
of behavioral targeting on advertisers’ payoffs, as well as on
publishers’ revenues.
The studies on traditional targeted advertising can be traced
back some decades, but the issues addressed are, although
related, dissimilar to the ones that we discuss in this paper.
We focus on prices of advertisements under behavioral
targeting, while the traditional literature has mainly studied
targeting either to price discriminate in the product market or
to customize advertisements to different customer segments
(Gal-Or et al. 2006; Ghose and Huang 2009).
Iyer et al. (2005) compare the strategies of targeted advertising and targeted pricing in a duopoly setting. They conclude that targeted advertising increases a firm’s profits,
whereas targeted pricing might not. The optimal strategy for
targeted advertising consists of advertising with probability 1
to loyal customers, and advertising less frequently to comparison shoppers. Gal-Or et al. (2006) study how an advertiser should allocate resources to increase the quality of the
targeting. They measure the quality of targeting in two
dimensions, accuracy and recognition, and consider a duopoly
in which consumer tastes for the two products differ. Gal-Or
et al. show that improving recognition in this case reduces
profitability, and they derive the allocation of resources to
achieve the optimal levels of accuracy and recognition. The
model of Esteban and Hernandez (2007) is similar to that of
Gal-Or et al., but assumes that the two firms sell vertically
differentiated products. In such a model, Esteban and Hernandez show that the market may become permanently fragmented into local monopolies. This result contrasts with the
earlier findings in the model of Iyer et al., who found that
equilibrium pricing is only possible in mixed strategies,
giving rise to markets that are fragmented from time to time,
rather than being permanently fragmented.
Most of the papers in this rich body of literature concentrate
on the effect of targeting on the profitability of the advertisers
and do not address the effect of targeted advertising on the
prices charged for the advertising itself. One exception is the
paper by Gal-Or and Gal-Or (2005), in which two firms use
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a common media distributor as the channel for (targeted)
advertising. Somewhat related to our model, in the horizontal
differentiation model used by these authors, the probability
that consumers become familiar with a brand is a linear decay
function of their distance (taste) to the two brands. Conditions of optimality are derived for the distributor’s optimal
payment schedule, but no explicit revenue comparisons are
made between an environment with and without targeted
advertising. In this paper, we also adopt a model of horizontal differentiation with a linear decay function but, for a
general oligopoly. We compare behavioral targeting and
traditional advertising in terms of various players’ payoffs,
and reveal a competitive effect and a propensity effect associated with the difference in the two advertising technologies.
In our study, the publisher uses auctions to sell the advertising
slot. The study of auctions in economics goes back many
years. McAfee and McMillan (1987) and Klemperer (1999)
provide comprehensive surveys of the large volume of early
literature. Since online auctions gained popularity on the
Internet, researchers in the information systems field have
presented many interesting findings regarding the new
features of this selling mechanism (e.g., Bapna et al. 2003;
Bapna et al. 2004; Pinker et al. 2003). More recently, search
engines have had great success in using auctions to sell their
keyword-advertising/sponsored-search space, which has attracted significant attention from academia (e.g., Chen et al.
2009; Liu et al. 2010; Zhang and Feng 2011). Unlike most of
the studies in this stream that focus on providing a better
understanding or better design of auctions, in this paper we
take the auction mechanism as given and focus on how the
emergent behavioral targeting technology affects the players
involved.
Our research is also loosely related to the literature on bundling (e.g., Geng et al. 2006; Ghosh et al. 2007; Palfrey
1983), if we view each user visit as an individual product sold
by the publisher. Traditional advertising allocates all users to
one winner and thus can be viewed as the publisher’s selling
a bundled product. Behavioral targeting assesses each user
and may allocate different users to different advertisers, which
can be viewed as selling individual products. Geng et al.
(2006) summarize a number of studies on using bundling for
price discrimination or as a competition tool under a postedprice mechanism. Ghosh et al. (2007) consider the bundling
strategy in auctioning different contexts for sponsored
searches, and find cases in which it is better for online
publishers to bundle in order to maximize their revenue. The
comparison of traditional advertising and behavioral targeting
discussed in this paper departs from the discussion of bundling or unbundling in that the pricing of advertising space
under behavioral targeting differs from pricing of discrete
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goods under a traditional unbundled setting. In allocating
traditional unbundled goods, the same bidder can propose
different prices for different goods; in contrast, under
behavioral targeting, each advertiser proposes one (unit) price
for the advertising space, and the same price is used by the
publisher in allocating different users. Our research also
contributes to this stream of literature by integrating auctions
within a horizontal differentiation model, which essentially
introduces valuation dependence and continuous goods/users
(in contrast to discrete goods as in Palfrey and Ghosh et al.).

Baseline Model
We consider n advertisers competing for one advertising slot
offered by a publisher in a specific context. A group of online
users with a measure of one unit may view the advertising
slot. The advertisers fit each user’s interest or need to different degrees, and the users have different preferences across
the advertisers and different probabilities of clicking on their
advertisements. In particular, we use a circular city model
(Salop,1979) to represent users’ preferences or probabilities
of clicking on advertisements from different advertisers.
We assume that the advertisers, indexed by i = 1, …, n, are
symmetrically distributed along a circle, clockwise in the
order of 1, 2, ..., and n. The perimeter of the circle is 1, and
thus the shortest distance between any two adjacent advertisers along the circle is 1/n. Unless otherwise indicated, we
use the term distance to refer to the shortest distance along the
circle. Each user is represented by a point on the circle, and
users are uniformly distributed along the circle. The distance
between a user and an advertiser reflects the degree of
matching or misfit between the user and the advertiser: the
longer the distance is, the lower the degree of the matching.
Therefore, the most targeted user for an advertiser is the user
that is located at the same spot as the advertiser. For advertiser i, we denote pi as the probability that the most targeted
user clicks on the advertisement when it is displayed. The
probabilities attached to other users’ clicking on the advertisement decay to different degrees, depending on their distances from the advertiser. If the distance between advertiser
i and user j is xij, we model the decay qij as qij = 1 – γxij such
that the probability that user j clicks on advertiser i is piqij,
where xij ∈ [0, 1/2] and γ is the decay factor (0 < γ < 2). The
linear decay assumption simplifies the mathematical expressions and has been widely used in existing literature (e.g., in
Gal-Or and Gal-Or (2005), discussing targeted advertising).
The insights derived from our analysis stay the same when
using other decreasing functions to model decay. Notice that
γ also measures the heterogeneity of users’ preferences, and

a high γ means that users have very different probabilities of
clicking on an advertisement. We also call the probability
piqij user j’s expected click-through rate on advertiser i.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic elements of the model, with each
small circle representing an advertiser (e.g., advertiser i) and
any point on the big circle representing a user (e.g., user j).
The publisher knows the advertisers’ types, characterized by
the locations on the circle. The publisher can learn a user’s
preference (e.g., by monitoring her browsing history and the
registered information) if the user opts in to the behavioral
targeting; in this case, the publisher is able to determine the
location of each user on the circle. In the baseline model, we
assume that all users opt in. In reality, some users might be
concerned about privacy and choose to opt out of behavioral
targeting. In this case, the publisher does not know these
users’ preferences. In the extension, we discuss this general
case and show that the main results continue to hold. In
addition, the publisher knows the probability that advertiser
i’s most targeted user clicks on his advertisement (pi) and the
overall user heterogeneity with respect to the advertisements
shown (γ). Different algorithms are available to obtain these
parameters in practice, such as Liu and Lin (2007). All we
assume about an advertiser is that he knows the value of a
user’s clicking on his advertisement. Other information, such
as the locations of other advertisers and their valuations for
clicks, is irrelevant.
Following common practice in online advertising, we assume
that the publisher uses second weighted unit-price auctions to
sell the advertising slot. Advertisers bid on a per-click unit
price, or cost-per-click, b, for the slot, and the winner is
chosen based on the product of their cost-per-click bids and
their expected click-through rates. Under behavioral targeting, for user j, the publisher knows her preference/expected
click-through rates on different advertisers piqij, and chooses
the advertiser with the highest bi @ piqij to be displayed to the
user. Because the users differ in their preferences/expected
click-through rates, different advertisements may be presented
to different users. Under traditional advertising, the publisher
does not learn or does not use users’ preference information,
and one auction is used for the whole group of users. The
winner is chosen based on his bid and the overall expected
click-through rate across all users E[piqij]. The advertiser with
the highest bi @ E[piqij] wins the auction, and the same advertisement is displayed to all users. Notice that the cost-perclick bid times the expected click-through rate (i.e., bi @ piqij
under behavioral targeting or bi @ E[piqij] under traditional
advertising) is the expected payment that an advertiser proposes. Therefore, the winner of an auction is essentially
determined by advertisers’ expected payments for the user(s).
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Figure 1. Circular Model of Preferences

The advertiser with the highest proposed expected payment
wins the auction and pays the unit price that makes his total
payment (the unit price times his expected click-through rate)
match the second highest proposed expected payment (i.e.,
second-score rule in Liu et al. (2010), similar to second-price
auctions). Under this payment rule, the winner pays what is
equivalent to the second highest proposed expected payment
for the user(s).
We denote the unit value that advertiser i derives from each
click by vi, and thus the expected value of user j to advertiser
i is vi pi qij. We let zi / vi pi and call parameter zi advertiser i’s
reference value, which is the expected value that advertiser i
derives from his most targeted user. The value of user j to
advertiser i can be viewed as advertiser i’s reference value zi
discounted by the decay qij.3 When ranking the zi in nonincreasing order, we denote the ith highest value as z(i). We
call the advertiser with the highest reference value z(1) the
dominant advertiser. For ease of exposition, we here make a
comparable value assumption:
z( n )

 γ
> z(1)  1 − 

n

3

(1)

We call the quantity vi pi qij the expected value of user j for advertiser i. In
the paper, we think of this value as vi @ (pi qij); that is, the expected value
consists of a common value for a user click (vi), and the click probability
(pi qij) decreases with user misfit. Alternatively, we can think of the expected
value as being composed of a common click probability (pi) for each user, but
the value per click (vi qij) decreases with the misfit of the user. Both interpretations give rise to the same expected value vi pi qij, so our results hold regardless of whether value per click or click probability depends on user preferences. Generally, we can also view the decay function as affecting both the
click probability and the value per click at the same time; that is, (vi pi) @ qij.
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That is, even if the advertiser with the lowest reference value
happens to be adjacent to the dominant advertiser, the lowestvalue advertiser derives more value from his most targeted
user than the dominant advertiser derives from the same user.
In other words, the comparable value assumption ensures that,
from an advertiser’s most targeted user, the advertiser derives
higher value than other advertisers, which implies that no
advertiser is dominated in terms of their valuation. We discuss the extension without the comparable value assumption
in a later subsection.

Equilibrium Analysis
In this section, we provide a general analysis of the equilibrium bidding outcome and the publisher’s and advertisers’
equilibrium payoffs under traditional advertising and
behavioral targeting.

Equilibrium Payoff under
Traditional Advertising
Under traditional advertising, the publisher does not track
users’ behavior and does not learn their preferences. The
winner determination and payment are based on advertisers’
overall expected click-through rates. The expected decay
across all users for any advertiser is
1/ 2

γ

0

4

E[q ] = 2  (1 − γx )dx = 1 −

(2)

and hence the overall expected click-through rate for advertiser i is pi(1 – γ/4). Similar to the argument for the equilibrium bidding under standard second-price auctions (Klemperer 1999), we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 1 Under traditional advertising, bidding the true
per-click unit value is advertisers’ (weakly) dominant strategy
when the advertising slot is auctioned off using the rule of
second weighted unit price.

which is known as the price determination problem. Based
on the prices that advertisers pay for their users, we formulate
the publisher’s revenue.

Proof. All proofs are in the appendix unless indicated
otherwise.

Winner Determination

The intuition behind this result is that if advertisers bid lower
than their true unit value, they might lose some auctions that
they could have won by bidding the true unit value. If advertisers bid higher than their true unit value, they risk earning
negative payoffs by winning auctions that have a price higher
than the true value to them. Therefore, bidding the true unit
value is the best action and the equilibrium strategy for advertisers.
As a result, in equilibrium, the advertiser with the highest
proposed expected payment who wins the advertising slot is
the one with the highest expected value (vi pi E[q]). In other
words, the advertiser with the highest reference value wins the
advertising slot (by noting zi = vi pi ). The winner’s payment,
which is also the publisher’s revenue, is the second highest
proposed expected payment in the auction and is thus the
second highest expected value:

 γ 
π T = bi pi  1 −  

4


 ( 2)


 γ 
 γ
= vi pi  1 −   = z( 2 )  1 −  (3)


4   (2)
4


where [@](2) is the operator for the second highest value in the
bracket among all i’s. The winner’s payoff is thus

(z

(1)

 γ
− z( 2)  1 − 

4

)

(4)

Equilibrium Payoff under
Behavioral Targeting
Under behavioral targeting, we assume that the publisher has
collected data about a user’s behavior and knows a user’s
preference. The publisher allocates the advertising slot based
on advertisers’ bids and how well an advertiser fits the user’s
preference. Specifically, the advertiser with the highest
expected payment for user j (i.e., the highest bipiqij) is
presented in the advertising slot for the user. Different
advertisers can win the advertising slot for different users
because users generally differ in their preferences, represented
by qij . We first derive which advertiser wins user j, which is
commonly referred to as the winner determination problem.
Then we determine the price being paid by the advertiser,

Following a similar argument as the one under traditional
advertising, we can show that bidding the true per-click value
is the equilibrium strategy for advertisers when the publisher
charges according to the rule of second weighted unit price
(see the proof of Lemma 1).
Provided that advertisers follow their dominant strategy and
bid their true unit value (bi = vi) in equilibrium, an advertiser’s
proposed expected payment for a user is equal to his expected
value when winning the user. In auctioning the advertising
slot for user j, the publisher assigns the slot to the advertiser
with the highest weighted unit price, which is the advertiser
with the highest expected value vipiqij (= ziqij). We next show
that all users are assigned to one of their two closest
advertisers. To simplify the notation, we let z0 / zn and
zn+1 / z1.
Lemma 2 Under the comparable value assumption, any user
j located between advertisers i and i + 1 must be assigned to
either advertiser i or advertiser i + 1 in equilibrium.
The intuition for this result is as follows. For any advertiser
k different from advertisers i and i + 1, we suppose the
shortest path from user j to advertiser k passes advertiser i. If
advertiser i has a higher reference value than advertiser k does
(i.e., if zi > zk ), advertiser i derives higher expected value
from user j because user j has less decay for advertiser i (i.e.,
qij > qkj because xij < xkj). Otherwise (i.e., if zi < zk ), we notice
that, according to the comparable value assumption, for
advertiser i’s most targeted user j* (with xij* = 0), advertiser i
derives a higher value than advertiser k (i.e., zi > zkqkj*).
Relative to user j*, user j has the same additional decay to
both advertisers, but the decay has a greater negative effect on
advertiser k’s value because advertiser k has a higher
reference value. Therefore, advertiser i derives a higher value
from user j than advertiser k does. As a result, for any user j
located between advertisers i and i + 1, either advertiser i or
advertiser i + 1 derives the highest value, and thus the user
must be assigned to one of them in equilibrium.
Next, we determine how many users are won by advertiser i.
Within the user segment between advertisers i and i + 1, or
user segment i | (i + 1), the users who have a strong preference for advertiser i are assigned to advertiser i, and the
others are assigned to advertiser i + 1. A unique marginal
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(a) When zi–1 < zi+1

(b) When zi–1 > zi+1

Figure 2. Marginal User Between Advertisers i and i + 1

user for allocation exists who has the same value to both
advertisers; this marginal user is determined by

1

(1 − γ xi ) zi = 1 − γ  − xi   zi +1
n



(5)

where xi is the marginal user’s distance from advertiser i, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Simply rearranging terms leads to
xi =

(z

i

)

− zi +1 + n1 γ zi +1

γ ( z i + zi + 1 )

(6)

It is worth noting that the comparable value assumption
ensures that xi ∈ [0, 1/n), such that each advertiser has some
market coverage.
From Lemma 2 and Equation (6), we find that the users won
by advertiser i in user segment i | (i + 1) start with advertiser
i’s most targeted user, up to the user within distance xi. By
the same argument, advertiser i also wins the users within
distance (1/n – xi-1) in user segment (i – 1) | i.
Price Determination
Now we examine advertiser i’s payment for any user j within
distance xi in user segment i | (i + 1). Advertiser i pays the
second highest proposed expected payment for user j, which
is the highest value of user j to the remaining advertisers. The
highest value to the remaining advertisers must be from either
advertiser i + 1 or advertiser i – 1, by the same argument to
that for Lemma 2. Determining which one among the
remaining advertisers derives the highest value from user j is
also equivalent to rerunning the auction with advertiser i
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removed, and in that case Lemma 2 establishes that user j can
only be assigned either to advertiser i – 1 or to advertiser
i + 1. So, either advertiser (i – 1)’s or advertiser (i + 1)’s
value determines advertiser i’s payment for user j. We next
distinguish two cases, zi+1 > zi-1 and zi+1 < zi-1, and examine the
expected payment in each case.
When zi+1 > zi-1, advertiser (i + 1)’s valuation of any user that
advertiser i wins in segment i | (i + 1) is higher than advertiser
(i – 1)’s (see Figure 2a). Therefore, the expected payment
from advertiser i for the users that the advertiser wins within
this segment is
xi 
x
1

1

zi +1  1 − γ  − x dx = zi +1 xi  1 − γ + i
0



2
n
n






γ

(7)

which is the size of the light gray area in Figure 2a.
When zi+1 < zi-1, for some users (close to advertiser i) within
segment i | (i + 1), advertiser (i – 1)’s value is higher than
advertiser (i + 1)’s (see Figure 2b). In this case, the price for
these users is determined by the value of advertiser i – 1
(which is the second highest value among all advertisers).
For one user in segment i | (i + 1), located at distance yi from
advertiser i, advertisers i – 1 and i +1 derive the same value.
We call this user the marginal user for payment, and the
location of the marginal user for payment (i.e., the value of yi)
is determined by the equality:


1

1

1 − γ  n + yi   zi −1 = 1 − γ  n − yi   zi +1





Hence, the distance from the marginal user for payment to
advertiser i in this case is given by
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yi

(1 − )(z
=
γ
n

i −1

− zi + 1 )

(8)

γ ( zi − 1 + zi + 1 )

The price that advertiser i pays for the users located within
distance yi is advertiser (i – 1)’s valuation of these users, and
the price that advertiser i pays for the rest of the users is
advertiser (i + 1)’s valuation. Thus, when zi+1 < zi-1, the
expected payment for all users in segment i | (i + 1) allocated
to advertiser i is
yi 
xi 
1

1

zi −1  1 − γ  + x dx + zi +1  1 − γ  − x dx =
0
y
n

n

i


x 
1

 γ y
zi +1 xi  1 − γ + i γ  + ( zi −1 − zi +1 ) 1 −  i

 n
2 
n 2

(9)

The difference in the expected payments in (7) and (9) lies in
that the latter has an extra term ( zi −1 − zi +1 ) 1 − γn y2i , which
is the size of the dark gray area in Figure 2b. The extra term,
which represents the additional expected payment/revenue to
the publisher, arises because advertiser i’s payments in both
segments are affected by his neighbor with the higher
reference value: the neighbor with the higher reference value
not only raises the payments for advertiser i in the segment
between them (i.e., segment (i –1) | i in Figure 2b), but also
raises the price for some users in the segment on the other
side of advertiser i (i.e., the users within distance yi to advertiser i in segment i | (i + 1) in Figure 2b). We call this extra
term the cross-border effect. We call the term in (7), or the
first term in (9), the base payment.

)

The expected payment from advertiser i for his users within
user segment (i – 1) | i can be derived similarly. Depending
on the relative competitiveness betweem advertisers i – 1 and
i + 1, advertiser i pays the cross-border effect either in one
segment or in the other. Only in the special case where both
neighbors’ reference values are identical does the crossborder effect vanish. Either way, the cross-border effect,
denoted as Δi, takes the same form (by substituting (8) into
the second term of (9)):

Δi =

(1 − ) (z
γ 2
n

i −1

− zi + 1 )

2γ ( zi −1 + zi +1 )

γ 1

1
 1
zi −1  − xi −1  1 − γ +  − xi −1   + Δ i

n
 n
2n

(11)

The advertiser’s payoff Ai is the expected value of the users
that he wins net the expected payment. The payoff from
segment i | (i + 1) is illustrated by the dotted area of each subfigure in Figure 2. The advertiser’s payoff comes from both
segments (i – 1) | i and i | (i + 1) and can be formulated as
Ai =

1 
 γ 
xi zi − zi + 1  1 −   +

2 
n
11

 γ 
 − x i − 1   zi − z i − 1  1 −   − Δ i



2 n
n


which is the size of the light gray and dark gray areas in
Figure 2b.

(

γx 
1

H i = zi + 1 x i  1 − γ + i  +
 n
2 

(12)

where the first term is the size of the dotted triangle in Figure
2a, and the second has a similar interpretation. (The rigorous
derivation of the payoff function can be found in the proof of
Proposition 4.)
The publisher’s revenue consists of the expected payment
from all n advertisers:
n

π B =  Hi

(13)

i =1

where Hi is defined as in Equation (11).

Comparison of Advertising
Technologies
In this section, we study the conditions under which the publisher prefers behavioral targeting over traditional advertising
and the conditions under which some advertisers are better off
under behavioral targeting. We also examine the joint payoff
of the publisher and the advertisers under the two advertising
technologies.

Publisher’s Revenue

2

(10)

Therefore, advertiser i’s expected payment Hi for the users
that he wins (i.e., the users within distance xi in segment i |
(i + 1) and the users within distance ( n1 − xi −1 ) in segment (i –
1) | i) can be formulated as

Facing the decision between two advertising technologies, the
publisher will choose the one that generates higher revenue by
comparing πT and πB. We notice that, given user preference
heterogeneity (γ), the publisher’s revenue under traditional
advertising (πT in Equation (3)) is solely determined by the
second-highest reference value (z(2)), whereas the revenue
under behavioral targeting (πB in Equation (13)) depends on
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many other factors as well, such as the number of advertisers
(n), as well as the advertisers’ reference values (zi) and their
relative location. In general, either technology can lead to a
higher revenue than the other, depending on these factors. In
order to establish a baseline for comparison, we first fix z(2)
(such that πT is fixed) and examine the publisher’s maximum
and minimum possible revenues when the other reference
values and their locations, henceforth called the value
structure, are varied under behavioral targeting.
Maximum and Minimum Revenue under
Behavioral Targeting
We first examine how the revenue under behavioral targeting
changes with each advertiser’s reference value. According to
the auction rule, the expected revenue generated from each
user is the second highest proposed expected payment for the
user, or the second highest value of the user to the advertisers.
When an advertiser’s reference value is increased, the value
derived from the user is also increased, and the second highest
value of the user to the advertisers is (weakly) increased. In
addition, under the comparable value assumption, the advertiser has some market coverage under his original reference
value and captures some additional users from his neighbor
when increasing his reference value. For these additional
users, the second highest value of each user after the increase
is the highest value of each user before the increase.
Therefore, the expected revenue from these users is strictly
increasing, as is the total expected revenue.
Lemma 3 The revenue under behavioral targeting is
increasing in zi, i = 1, 2, …, n.
The revenue under behavioral targeting not only depends on
the values of the advertisers but also might depend on how
those values are located along the circle (e.g., whether the
dominant advertiser is adjacent to the one with the second
highest reference value). The following proposition concludes the maximum and minimum revenues among all value
structures under behavioral targeting, given z(2).
Proposition 1 Under behavioral advertising, for a fixed
value of z(2):
(a) the value structure with z(1) = z(2)/(1 – nγ) and z(3) = z(4) = …
= z(n) = z(2) generates the highest revenue for the
publisher among all possible value structures;
(b) the value structure with z(1) = z(2), z(3) = z(4) = … = z(n) =
(1 – nγ)z(2), and the two highest-value advertisers being 2n
distant from each other (if possible) generates the lowest
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revenue for the publisher among all possible value
structures.
Based on the monotonicity between the revenue and the
advertisers’ reference value in Lemma 3, part (a) is intuitive.
Given the second highest reference value, the revenue is
increasing in these lower reference values. The maximum can
be reached only if these lower values reach as high as the
second highest value (within the order constraint). The
revenue is also increasing in the highest reference value,
which is constrained at the value specified in the proposition
because of the comparable value assumption.
The argument for part (b) is in the same spirit as the argument
for part (a). Given the second highest value, all the other
values should be as low as possible, and thus, for instance, the
highest value is equal to the second highest. One additional
issue beyond part (a) is the relative position of the two
advertisers with the highest reference value. The intuition for
the result regarding the relative position is as follows.
First, the revenue from the base payment is lower when the
two highest-value advertisers are not adjacent than when they
are. The reason is that, when the two highest-value advertisers are adjacent to each other, each of them faces a competitor who is very similar to himself, and the resulting faceto-face competition between them significantly raises the
prices for the users for whom they compete. In contrast, when
the two highest-value advertisers are not adjacent, each of
them directly competes with a low-value advertiser and pays
a low price for the users he wins.
Second, the number of cross-border effects is at a minimum
when the two highest-value advertisers are 2n distant from each
other. The cross-border effect arises in an advertiser’s payment when the advertiser’s two neighbors have different
reference values. When there are four advertisers and the two
highest-value advertisers are 2n distant away, no cross-border
effect occurs because each advertiser’s two neighbors have
the same value. When there are more than four advertisers
and the two highest-value advertisers are 2n distant away, the
cross-border effect occurs in the payments of the two lowvalue advertisers who have one low-value neighbor and one
highest-value neighbor, and thus the number of cross-border
effects is two. Meanwhile, under any value structure, at least
two advertisers have as neighbors one highest-value advertiser and one low-value advertiser, and thus the number of
cross-border effects is at least two. Therefore, the number of
cross-border effects is at the minimum when the two highestvalue advertisers are 2n distant from each other. Because the
total revenue is composed of the base payments and the crossborder effects, we conclude that the revenue is the lowest
when the two highest-value advertisers are 2n distant from each
other.
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Publisher’s Revenue Comparison
In Proposition 1, given the number of advertisers under
behavioral targeting, we have identified the upper bound and
the lower bound of the publisher’s revenue among all possible
value structures—that is, the ones that yield the highest
revenue or lowest revenue for the publisher. Then, if the
lowest revenue under behavioral targeting is higher than the
revenue under traditional advertising, we can conclude that
the revenue under behavioral targeting is higher than that
under traditional advertising. Similarly, if the highest revenue
under behavioral targeting is lower than the revenue under
traditional advertising, the revenue under behavioral targeting
is lower than that under traditional advertising. Using such
reasoning based on the upper and lower bounds of the publisher’s revenue, in the following proposition we derive how
the number of advertisers affects the comparison between
advertising technologies, independent of valuation structure.
Proposition 2
(a) If and only if the number of advertisers is small (n = 2),
the publisher is (weakly) better off by using traditional
advertising, regardless of the advertisers’ value structure
or the heterogeneity of users’ preference;
(b) When the number of advertisers is intermediate (2 < n <
6), which advertising technology yields the higher
revenue depends on the value structure and the
heterogeneity of users’ preference;
(c) If and only if the number of advertisers is large enough
(n > 6), the publisher is better off by using behavioral
targeting, regardless of the advertisers’ value structure
or the heterogeneity of users’ preference.
The intuition for part (a) is as follows: When only two advertisers compete for the advertising slot, we assume that advertiser 1 has a higher reference value than advertiser 2 without
loss of generality. Under traditional advertising, advertiser 1
wins the auction and pays advertiser 2’s expected value of the
users. The gray area in Figure 3a illustrates the expected
payment for one user segment. The other user segment is
symmetric. Under behavioral targeting, advertiser 1 wins
users within distance x1 and pays advertiser 2’s expected
value of that user group, and advertiser 2 wins the rest and
pays advertiser 1’s expected value of those users. The gray
area in Figure 3b illustrates the expected payment. The main
difference in the expected payments under the two advertising
technologies lies in the expected payment for the users
located at [x1, 1/2] from advertiser 1. We can see that the
expected payment for those users under traditional advertising

is greater than that under behavioral targeting. Therefore, the
revenue under traditional advertising is higher than that under
behavioral targeting if both advertisers have some positive
market share. When one advertiser 1 has no market share
(i.e., x1 = 1/2), the revenue under the two advertising strategies is the same. Notice that under traditional advertising,
all users are auctioned off together as one package or bundle.
“Bundling” users together can reduce the advertisers’ valuation heterogeneity and increase the competition, which, consistent with the bundling literature (Geng et al. 2006), is the
reason that traditional advertising may generate more revenue
for the publisher.
When the number of advertisers is greater than 2, the dominant advertiser continues to win the auction under traditional
advertising and pays their expected value of the advertiser
with the second highest reference value for all users. For the
users who are far from the second-highest-value advertiser,
their expected value to the second-highest advertiser can be
significantly lower than their expected value to multiple other
advertisers who fit these users better (i.e., who are closer to
such users on the circle) because of the decay. Under
traditional advertising, the expected payment is the expected
value of these users to the second-highest advertiser. Under
behavioral targeting, the expected payment is the second
highest expected value of these users to all of the advertisers,
and the expected payment for these users under behavioral
targeting therefore could be higher. As a result, we cannot
extend the argument for the case with two advertisers to the
case with more advertisers. At the same time, we can easily
find cases in which the revenue under behavioral targeting is
greater than that under traditional advertising when more than
two advertisers are involved (e.g., the special case discussed
in Corollary 2).
Under behavioral targeting, each advertiser has his own
targeted user, and thus, compared to traditional advertising,
the competition among advertisers is less fierce (in a sense
similar to relaxed competition in the product differentiation
setting). This competitive effect has a negative effect on the
publisher’s revenue. On the other hand, each individual user
is checked case by case and assigned to an advertiser with the
highest proposed payment for the user, which improves the
advertising resource allocation. In contrast, misallocation is
inherent in the allocation under traditional advertising. When
the advertiser with the highest reference value wins the auction under traditional advertising, he wins all the users and
pays the second-highest advertiser’s expected value of the
users. However, when there are multiple advertisers, assigning these users who are distant from the winner or who
have a low probability of clicking on the winner’s advertisement might not be desirable because other advertisers might
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(a) Under Traditional Advertising

(b) Under Behavioral Targeting

Figure 3. Revenue Comparison When n = 2

value those users more and be willing to pay more. We call
this the propensity effect, and it positively affects the publisher’s revenue under behavioral targeting. Under the comparable value assumption, when the number of advertisers
becomes considerably large, the propensity effect becomes
intense because a large number of advertisers have a much
better fit for some users and propose higher expected
payments than the winner under traditional advertising does.
As a result, the propensity effect dominates the competitive
effect, and the publisher is better off using behavioral
targeting.
The implication of Proposition 2 is both easy to understand
and actionable. In general, big publishers with considerable
demand for their advertising resources can improve revenue
by switching from traditional advertising to behavioral targeting. Small publishers with low demand might be better off
staying with traditional advertising. In addition, the advertising resources from the same publisher might generate
different levels of demand. For example, different YouTube
video clips have different contexts and attract different
numbers of advertisers. So publishers might even choose to
tailor their selling policies across their advertising resources,
using behavioral targeting for selling popular advertising
resources and using traditional advertising for selling
resources that have less mass appeal.
It is worth pointing out that the strong results depending only
on the number of advertisers in Proposition 2 can only be
obtained under the assumptions of the comparable value
relationship and the symmetric location of the advertisers
along the circle. With these assumptions, the number of
advertisers is a good measure of competition and thus is
reflected in the results; otherwise, the condition on the number of advertisers should be replaced by a more general
condition. The later subsection regarding the case without
comparable value relaxes these assumptions and depicts the
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general condition, by which we show that the intuition revealed in the baseline model remains the same: when enough
“comparable” advertisers compete for each user under behavioral targeting, behavioral targeting generates higher revenue
than traditional advertising, and when little competition exists
among advertisers, traditional advertising is better for the
online publisher.
Part (b) of Proposition 2 identifies an area where the number
of advertisers alone is not sufficient to demonstrate superiority of one advertising technology over the other. When the
number of advertisers is intermediate, either advertising
technology could generate higher revenue than the other,
depending on the advertiser’s value structure and the heterogeneity of users’ preference. If we have additional information about the value structure, we can compare the revenues
in this area. Next, we consider two special cases:
1.

The symmetric case in which all advertisers have the
same reference value. Without loss of generality, we
assume zi = 1.

2.

The all-but-one symmetric case in which one advertiser
(the dominant advertiser) has a value advantage over the
others while the others have the same reference value. In
particular, we let z1 > z2 = z3 = … = zn = 1.

Corollary 1 In the symmetric case (in which z1 = z1 = … =
zn ), when there are three advertisers, the publisher is indifferent between traditional advertising and behavioral targeting. When the number of advertisers is greater than three,
the publisher is better off using behavioral targeting.
In this situation, under behavioral targeting, for a user located
between advertisers i and i + 1, advertiser i wins the advertising slot for the user if the user is more likely to click on the
advertisement from advertiser i than on the advertisement
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from advertiser i + 1. When advertiser i wins these users, the
expected price that the advertiser pays for each user (i.e., the
average of the highest price and the lowest price that the
advertiser pays) is
1 
3
1  
1 
1 − γ  + 1 − γ  = 1 − γ
4n
2  2n   n  

Because the expected price for each user is the same across
advertisers, this expression is also the total revenue for the
publisher. The expected revenue under traditional advertising
is πΤ = (1 – 4γ) by Equation (3), and the result in Corollary 1
follows.
The intuition is again the balance between the competitive
effect and the propensity effect. When the number of advertisers is low, the auction under traditional advertising can
leverage the competitive effect (by letting the advertisers
compete for one single bundled user group), but it does so at
the cost of efficiency because of the lower propensity of users
to click on the advertisement.
In the all-but-one symmetric case, the revenue under traditional advertising is the same as in the case with symmetric
advertisers because both cases have the same second highest
reference value. When there are more than two advertisers,
the revenue under behavioral targeting πB can be formulated
as
x 
1
11

 
1
 1
π B = 2 x1  1 − γ + 1 γ  + 2 z1  − x1  1 − γ +  − x1  γ 
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+
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(14)

where the first two terms are the payment from the two
segments containing the dominant advertiser, the third term is
the base payment from (n – 2) segments between the advertisers with the low reference value, and the fourth term is
from the cross-border effects. The marginal type x1 is defined
by Equation (6); that is,
x1 =

(z1 − 1) + n1 γ
γ ( z1 + 1)

According to Lemma 3, the above revenue under behavioral
advertising in this special case is greater than in the symmetric case (because advertiser 1’s reference value is higher
in the former than in the latter, while the other reference
values are the same). Therefore, based on Corollary 1, we can
conclude that the comparison of revenue is as follows:

Corollary 2 In the all-but-one symmetric case (in which z1 >
z2 = z3 = … = zn), when the number of advertisers is greater
than 2, the publisher is better off using behavioral targeting.
Notice that this class of all-but-one symmetric case contains
the value structure that results in the highest revenue for the
publisher under behavioral targeting, as discussed in Proposition 1. Next, we derive how much the online publisher can
benefit from using behavioral targeting. We use (πB – πT)/πT
as the measure of the gain from behavioral targeting, and
explore the maximum gain that the publisher can obtain by
switching from traditional advertising to behavioral targeting.
Notice that if all zi’s are scaled to the same degree (e.g., to
τzi’s where τ is a constant), the gain is not affected. Therefore, as in the discussion for Proposition 1, we can let z(2) be
fixed without loss of generality, and the maximum gain can be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

max

z( 1) , z( 3 ) ,..., z( n )

π B − πT
πT

which is equivalent to maximizing πB because πT is solely
determined by z(2). From Proposition 1, we showed that for
the value structure generating the highest revenue under
behavioral targeting, we must have z(2) = z(3) = … = z(n) and
z(1) must be as big as possible.
Proposition 3
(a) When the number of bidders is two, the publisher’s
maximum gain from behavioral targeting is zero. When
the number of bidders is greater than two, the maximum
gain under the comparable value assumption is
 (n − 2)(n − 1)  2(n − γ )  2 

+
 
4−γ 
n2
 n(2n − γ )  


γ

(b) The publisher’s maximum gain from behavioral targeting
is increasing in the number of advertisers n and user
heterogeneity γ.
It is worth pointing out that the gain from behavioral targeting
can be very significant. For example, if the degree of heterogeneity among user preferences is high (i.e., γ → 2 ), then the
gain can be 100 percent when the number of advertisers be2(n − γ )
n − 2)(n − 1)
comes large (i.e., (
→ 0 when
→ 1 and
2

n

n(2n − γ )

n → ∞ ). In other words, the publisher’s revenue can be
doubled by switching to behavioral targeting.
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Advertisers’ Payoffs
Next, we examine advertisers’ payoffs under different advertising technologies. Under traditional advertising, all advertisers except the dominant advertiser (i.e., the one with the
highest reference value) earn zero payoff because they have
zero market share. Under behavioral targeting, in contrast, all
advertisers might have positive payoffs, unless an advertiser
is totally dominated by his competitors such that the
advertiser has negligible market share. Therefore, all
advertisers except the dominant advertiser are always
(weakly) better off under behavioral advertising.
For the dominant advertiser, the payoff under traditional
advertising is (z(1) – z(2))(1 – γ/4) by Equation (4). Under
behavioral targeting, each advertiser’s payoff has been
derived in Equation (12), and the payoff of the dominant
advertiser can be formulated accordingly. In general, whether
the dominant advertiser can be better off depends on the
parameters, such as the values of his neighbors and the
number of advertisers. We start by giving a general result,
independent of the specific value structure of the advertisers.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the dominant
advertiser is advertiser 1.
Proposition 4
(a) All advertisers other than the dominant advertiser are
always (weakly) better off under behavioral targeting.
(b) The dominant advertiser (advertiser 1) could be better off
or worse off, depending on the competitive situation (e.g.,
the second highest reference value, direct neighbors’
reference values, the number of advertisers, and γ).
Specifically, (b.1) the dominant advertiser is (weakly)
better off under behavioral advertising when there are
only two advertisers, regardless of his per-click value or
γ; (b.2) when n > 2, the dominant advertiser is better off
only if
 γ 1
 γ 
( z1 − z( 2 ) ) 1 −  <  z1 − z2  1 −   x1 +


4 2 
n
1
 γ   1

z1 − zn  1 −   − x n  − Δ 1


2 
n   n

where x1 and xn are defined as in Equation (6) and Δ1 is
defined as in Equation (10).
The result in the case with two advertisers can be seen in
Figure 3. The payoff under traditional advertising is the size
of A minus the size of B in Figure 3a, whereas the payoff
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under behavioral targeting is the size of A in Figure 3b. So
the dominant advertiser is better off under behavioral
targeting as long as the other advertiser has some market
share. When the other advertiser has no market share under
behavioral targeting, the dominant advertiser’s payoff is the
same under both advertising technologies.
When there are more than two advertisers, for the symmetric
case, because the competition is intensely fierce under
traditional advertising, the winner barely earns a profit; that
is, the winner under traditional advertising earns zero payoff
because z(1) = z(2). In contrast, under behavioral advertising,
advertisers are differentiated from each other because of
users’ heterogeneous preferences, and all of them earn some
positive payoff.
Corollary 3 In the symmetric case (in which z1 = z2 = … =
zn), all advertisers are better off under behavioral advertising.
In general, whether the dominant advertiser is better off under
behavioral targeting involves many factors and is complicated
to derive. For example, the dominant advertiser’s neighbors
directly affect the competition the advertiser faces under
behavioral targeting and thus affect the advertiser’s payoff.
The higher the neighbors’ values are, the less payoff the
highest-value advertiser can obtain under behavioral targeting
(which is reflected in Figure 2, as the dotted areas shrink
when the lines ending at zi+1 move upward). Therefore, when
neither neighbor is the one with the second highest value (so
the payoff under traditional advertising remains the same), the
dominant advertiser is more likely to be better off under traditional advertising. When one neighbor is the advertiser with
the second highest value, the neighbor’s value also affects the
dominant advertiser’s payoff under traditional advertising,
and the effect is two-edged.
Next, we consider a case in which the dominant advertiser’s
two neighbors have the same reference value, and this value
is the second highest. Without loss of generality, we assume
that advertiser 1 is the dominant advertiser and his neighbors’
reference values are 1 (i.e., z1 = z(1) and z2 = zn = z(2) = 1).
Notice that the all-but-one symmetric case is a special
instance of this case. We next use this case to demonstrate
how the number of advertisers and the relative competitiveness of the dominant advertiser to the second-highest-value
advertiser affects the dominant advertiser’s payoff. From
Equation (12), the dominant advertiser’s payoff under
behavioral targeting is
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because the advertiser’s neighbors have the same reference
value, and thus the last term in (12) is zero.
Corollary 4 In the case when the dominant advertiser’s
(advertiser 1’s) neighboring advertisers have the same reference value and the value is the second highest (normalized to
1), when n > 2, if

z1 ≤

2
2
 γ
 γ   γ 
 γ 
 1 −  − γ  1 −   1 −  −  1 −  
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n
n

 γ
1 − 

2

2

the dominant advertiser is better off under behavioral targeting; otherwise, the dominant advertiser is worse off under
behavioral targeting.
The intuition is as follows. When the dominant advertiser has
a low valuation (close to that of the other advertisers), the
competition under traditional advertising leaves the dominant
advertiser little profit margin. In contrast, under behavioral
targeting, with the relaxed competition, the dominant advertiser can reap benefits from his targeted users. Therefore, the
dominant advertiser is better off under behavioral targeting.
With a high valuation, the dominant advertiser can grab the
whole group of users under traditional advertising while
maintaining a considerable profit margin. Under behavioral
targeting, the dominant advertiser wins significantly fewer
users because other advertisers have advantage with their
targeted users. Therefore, the dominant advertiser is worse
off under behavioral targeting.
Notice that the number of advertisers plays an important role
in mediating the aforementioned tradeoff. When the number
increases, the dominant advertiser’s payoff remains the same
under traditional advertising, while his payoff decreases under
behavioral targeting because more advertisers split the users.
As a result, everything else being equal, the dominant advertiser is more likely to be better off under behavioral targeting
when the number of advertisers is low. In the case with two
advertisers, as indicated in Proposition 4, the dominant advertiser is always (weakly) better off under behavioral targeting.

Joint Payoff of Publisher and Advertisers
We next compare the joint payoff of the publisher and the
advertisers under the two different advertising technologies.
The joint payoff is defined as the sum of the publisher’s
payoff and the advertisers’ payoffs, or the value created by
users through advertising. In a sense, the joint payoff con-

cerns the total “pie” created from the advertising slot, which
would be an important consideration for the publisher in the
long term and/or when facing competition for advertisers.
Recall that in equilibrium advertisers bid their true value and
that under behavioral targeting each user is allocated to the
advertiser with the highest value. The realized highest value
of each user is the joint payoff for the advertiser and the
publisher created from each user. Therefore, the equilibrium
allocation under behavioral targeting creates the maximum
joint payoff. In contrast, the equilibrium allocation under
traditional advertising cannot generate the maximum joint
payoff. To illustrate, note, for example, the users located at
[x1, 1/2] from advertiser 1 in Figure 3. These users are
assigned to advertiser 1 under traditional advertising, although
advertiser 2 values them more. Thus, the joint payoff created
under behavioral targeting is higher than that created under
traditional advertising.
Proposition 5 The allocation under behavioral targeting
generates a higher joint payoff for the publisher and the
advertisers than the allocation under traditional advertising.
Notice that the joint payoff created by displaying the advertisement(s) to the users is shared by the publisher and advertiser(s) via the auction. Behavioral targeting creates a larger
pie than traditional advertising, and thus engenders the
possibility that both the publisher and the advertisers are
better off (i.e., a possible “win–win” result). This win–win
result under behavioral targeting indeed occurs in many cases.
For example, all advertisers are better off under behavioral
targeting in many cases such as in the symmetric case (by
Corollary 3), and the publisher is also better off under
behavioral targeting when the number of advertisers is large.
Therefore, in the case with both conditions satisfied, behavioral targeting leads to a win–win equilibrium.

Extensions with Opt-Out Choice
and Without Comparable Value
Assumption
In this section we extend our model by relaxing some of the
assumptions made previously. First, it is worthy to note that
although we adopt a linear decay function, our results hold
qualitatively and the insights derived stay the same for nonlinear forms of the decay function. In particular, if we use a
nonlinear delay function, Proposition 2(a) regarding the
threshold number “2” about the publisher continues to hold,
because the intuition provided applies to the other decay
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functions as well. The threshold “6” in Propositions 2(b) and
2(c) is different, and the threshold value depends on the form
of the decay function, but the tradeoff between the competitive effect and propensity effect remains. Propositions 4(a)
and 4(b.1) about the advertisers stay the same. The condition
in Proposition 4(b.2) is different but can be similarly formulated. Proposition 5 about the joint payoff stays unaffected.
Second, in the baseline model, we assume that all users opt in
to behavioral targeting. The FTC’s principles for online
behavioral advertising (FTC 2009) explicitly require that
users can opt not to have their online data and behavior
collected. We here extend our model by allowing users to opt
out from behavioral targeting. The comparable value assumption on the value structure (which implies that no advertiser
is dominated) allows for the derivation of closed-form
formulas and bounds for the online publisher’s revenue in the
baseline model. We now relax this assumption as well and
show that, qualitatively, the same results hold.

Some Users Who Opt Out
In the baseline model, we assume that the publisher can learn
all users’ preferences under behavioral targeting. However,
because privacy advocates have expressed concerns over user
privacy, in the absence of legal regulations, many selfregulated publishers now allow users to opt out of behavioral
targeting in practice. Before a user decides to opt into
behavioral targeting, the publisher reveals to the user (1) what
kind of data can be collected; (2) what this data will be used
for; and (3) with whom it will be shared. Hence, a user who
opts into behavioral targeting is fully aware of the consequences and has decided that the benefits from behavioral
targeting are higher than the cost of giving up some personal
privacy. The publisher learns nothing about the preferences
of users who opt out, and must use the overall expected clickthrough rates to determine the advertisement to be displayed
for these users. Therefore, these users are always treated as
under traditional advertising, even if the publisher uses
behavioral targeting to auction off the advertising slot. We
assume that the proportion of users who opt in is λ and the
proportion of users who opt out is 1 – λ. We also assume that
users’ opt-in/opt-out decisions are independent of their
degrees of matching. We show that the results from the
baseline model carry over.
If some users opt out, the auction under behavioral targeting
becomes a hybrid of the traditional advertising and behavioral
targeting ones in the baseline model. For users who opt out,
the winning advertiser is chosen using traditional advertising,
while for users who opt in, advertisers are chosen via behav-
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ioral targeting. The publisher’s revenue under this hybrid
scheme, denoted as πB' , now consists of the payments for the
users who opt in and the payments for the users who opt out.
The revenue from each user who opts in is πB as in the baseline model, and the revenue from each user who opts out is πT.
Therefore, the total revenue under behavioral targeting is
πB' = (1 – λ)πT + λπB

(15)

where πB and πT are defined in Equations (3) and (13),
respectively.
The above revenue under behavioral targeting when some
users opt out is the weighted average of the revenue under
traditional advertising and the revenue under behavioral
targeting in the baseline model. Therefore, the comparison
between the revenue under behavioral targeting when some
users opt out (πB' ) and the revenue under traditional
advertising (πT) is essentially the same as that between πB and
πT. Hence, all results regarding the publisher’s revenue comparison under the two advertising technologies continue to
hold. The only adjustment required is the expression of the
maximum gain in Proposition 3. The gain under behavioral
targeting now comes from the users who opt in, and the
maximum gain is thus λ times the maximum gain in the
baseline model. Clearly, the maximum gain in this case is
increasing in the proportion of users who opt in to behavioral
targeting. Advertisers’ payoffs can be similarly analyzed, and
the same results hold as long as some users opt in to
behavioral targeting.
As in Proposition 5, the joint payoff for the publisher and the
advertisers can be shown to be higher under behavioral
targeting than under traditional advertising, because, similar
to that in Equation (15), the joint payoff under this hybrid
scheme is a weighted average of the joint payoff under
traditional advertising and that under behavioral targeting in
the baseline model (and, similarly, the weights are (1 – λ) and
λ, respectively).
If we include users’ utility in addition to the joint payoff of
the publisher and the advertisers in Proposition 5, we can
compute the social welfare of all three parties involved: the
publisher, the advertisers, and the users. However, the
opinions in the literature so far are mixed on whether
behavioral targeting increases or decreases the users’ utility.
For example, Picker (2009) argues that targeted advertising
reduces search costs and hence increases consumer utility. On
the other hand, McDonald and Cranor (2010a, 2010b),
through user interviews, find that consumers believe targeted
advertising to be intrusive to their privacy and that users are
willing to pay to avoid them, which implies that behavioral
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targeting decreases consumer utility. Settling this controversy
is outside the scope of this paper; different perspectives can
lead to different consumer utility measures, which in turn can
lead to different conclusions regarding consumer utility.
When all users are subject to behavioral targeting, the effect
on users’ utility can only be assessed from a specific chosen
perspective, and then a broad social welfare measure that
includes users’ utility can be evaluated accordingly. However, when users are allowed to opt out of behavioral targeting and assuming that users act rationally and have perfect
knowledge of how behavioral targeting affects their utility,
the analysis becomes easier. In this case, the users who
expect a negative effect on their utility from behavioral
targeting opt out, and the others opt in. In such a situation,
the social welfare for the publisher, advertisers, and users is
always higher under behavioral targeting than under traditional advertising. The reasoning is as follows: The users
who opt out (i.e., the (1 – λ) users) are treated the same as
under traditional advertising and thus derive the same utility
as under traditional advertising. The users voluntarily
choosing behavioral targeting (i.e., the λ users) must have a
higher utility under this advertising technology than under
traditional advertising. Altogether, in the presence of an optout choice, all users are (weakly) better off under behavioral
targeting. Therefore, the social welfare in the broad measure
is also higher under behavioral targeting (with the opt-out
option).
Corollary 5 When users are given the choice to opt out of
behavioral targeting, the social welfare for the publisher,
advertisers, and users is higher under behavioral targeting
than under traditional advertising.
As discussed earlier, under the increased joint payoff for the
publisher and the advertisers, both parties can benefit from
behavioral targeting at the same time in many scenarios. In
addition to this, now users are (weakly) better off when given
the choice of opting out or opting in. As a result, under this
hybrid scheme, behavioral targeting can result in a “win–win–
win” outcome for the publisher, advertisers, and users.

The Case Without Comparable
Value Assumption
In the baseline model, we imposed the comparable value
assumption, z(n) > z(1)(1 – γ/n), which implies that no advertiser
is strictly dominated—that is, every advertiser has at least one
user group (however small) for which his advertisement
would be displayed. In this section, we show that the main
insights remain the same if we relax this assumption.

The results under traditional advertising are the same as in the
baseline model, because the analysis of traditional advertising
does not involve the comparable value assumption. Under
behavioral targeting, we can verify that advertisers continue
to bid their true per-click unit value. The result of Lemma 3
remains: the revenue continues to be (weakly) increasing in
advertisers’ reference value. We can similarly characterize
the value structures that lead to the maximum and minimum
revenues as in Proposition 1. In the structure that generates
the highest revenue, given z(2), we must have z(3) = z(4) =… z(n)
= z(2), as in Proposition 1, because of the monotonicity
between revenue and the advertisers’ reference value.
Regarding the value of the dominant advertiser with the
highest reference value z(1), the revenue, on the one hand, is
(weakly) increasing in z(1). On the other hand, when the value
is large enough such that the advertiser wins all users, any
further increase in the advertiser’s value does not change the
payment for each user and thus the revenue is not affected.
Therefore, the value structure that results in the highest
revenue is the one in which z(3) = z(4) = … = z(n) = z(2) and in
which the dominant advertiser’s value of his least targeted
user (i.e., the user who is 1/2 distant from the dominant
advertiser) is higher than the value of that user to other
advertisers (such that the dominant advertiser wins all users).
In the structure that generates the lowest revenue, we must
have z(1) = z(2) and z(3) = z(4) = … = z(n) = 0.
For a comparison of the publisher’s revenues under the two
advertising technologies, as in Proposition 2, when there are
only two advertisers, the publisher is always (weakly) better
off using traditional advertising. However, unlike in the
baseline model under the comparable value assumption, even
if the number of advertisers is large, the publisher can still be
better off using traditional advertising. In other words, if the
comparable value assumption is not satisfied, the publisher
might prefer traditional advertising, even given a large
number of advertisers. The reason is that, in this case, the
number of advertisers is not a sufficient measure for competition: even if there are a considerable number of advertisers,
the competition among advertisers could be low because the
very low-value advertisers (e.g., the zero-value advertisers in
the extreme) will be strictly dominated and their presence
does not affect the competition. For example, suppose 2m
advertisers are competing for the advertising slot, advertiser
1 and advertiser m + 1 have a reference value z, and other
advertisers have very low reference values (e.g., close to
zero). In this case, the competition structure is very similar to
the case with just two advertisers of reference value z. As a
result, traditional advertising results in higher revenue than
behavioral targeting, even if the number of advertisers is high.
In fact, the insight revealed by Proposition 2 is about
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balancing the competitive effect and the propensity effect,
which remains in effect in this general case. The seeming
difference in the revenue comparisons in the baseline case and
in this general case occurs because the competitive effect cannot be properly reflected by the mere number of advertisers in
the latter case.
For illustrative purposes, we next introduce the concept of
active (or non-dominated) advertisers and use the associated
properties to measure competition. We say an advertiser is
active if there exists at least one user for which the advertiser
has the highest (or one of the highest) value(s) among all
advertisers. In other words, an advertiser is not active if the
advertiser is strictly dominated by others for every user. We
denote the maximum distance between any two adjacent
active advertisers as s (notice that active advertisers might not
be symmetrically distributed) and the minimum reference
value of any active advertiser as zmin. The combination of
maximum distance and minimum reference value is an
appropriate measure of competition in this general case.
Intuitively, the former reflects the market share that an
advertiser might grab, and the latter reflects the price that an
advertiser has to pay. Under s and zmin, the minimum average
price that any advertiser has to pay is
3 
1 
1


zmin (1 − γ s) + zmin  1 − γ s  = zmin  1 − γ s
 2 
 4 
2 

which occurs when two active advertisers with zmin are
adjacent with distance s. Therefore, according to (3), when
3 

 γ
zmin  1 − γ s > z( 2 )  1 − 
 4 

4

or when zmin is large and s is small such that the competition
under behavioral targeting is high enough, behavioral targeting generates higher revenue than traditional advertising.
This condition reiterates the insight revealed earlier: when
the loss from reduced competition under behavioral targeting
can be compensated for by the gain from the propensity effect, behavioral targeting is superior to traditional advertising.
As in Proposition 4, all advertisers except the dominant
advertiser continue to be (weakly) better off because they
might have a positive market share under behavioral targeting
(compared to the zero market share under traditional advertising). The dominant advertiser is (weakly) better off under
behavioral advertising when there are only two advertisers.
When there are more than two advertisers, we can similarly
derive the condition under which the dominant advertiser is
better off. As in Proposition 5, behavioral targeting results in
a higher joint payoff for the publisher and the advertisers than
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traditional advertising. The only adjustment we need to make
is the expression of the maximum gain in Proposition 3. The
γ (n − 2)(n + 1)
maximum gain in this general case is
, which
2
4−γ

n

is again increasing in the number of advertisers and user
heterogeneity (see Appendix for the proof). But, the
maximum gain is higher in the general case than in the
baseline case because the value of the dominant advertiser
(and hence his payments) can be larger without the
comparable value assumption.
In sum, the main results from the baseline model continue to
hold qualitatively without the comparable value assumption.
The main difference is that, without the assumption, the number of advertisers alone is not a sufficient measure of the competition among advertisers in the tradeoff for the publisher
between the competitive effect and the propensity effect.

Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the economic implications of
behavioral targeting for the main players involved: advertisers and online publishers. Contrary to conventional
wisdom, our study reveals that, for an online publisher,
behaviorally targeted advertisements that are auctioned off
under the rule of second weighted unit price might result in
lower revenue than traditional advertising. We identify two
effects associated with behavioral targeting—the competitive
effect and the propensity effect—that affect the online publisher’s revenue in opposite directions. The relative strength
of the two effects determines whether the publisher’s revenue
is positively or negatively affected. Advertisers’ payoffs are
affected asymmetrically. While small advertisers are generally better off under behavioral targeting by winning their
targeted users, the dominant advertiser might or might not be
better off. The dominant advertiser is worse off under
behavioral targeting when he has a significant competitive
advantage over his competitors because under traditional
advertising, he would otherwise grab a larger group of users
and still realize a decent payoff.
In examining the benefit for the publisher from behavioral
targeting, our paper reveals the trade-off between the competitive effect and the propensity effect. The competitive effect
refers to the relaxed competition resulting from the differentiation under behavioral targeting, which is similar to that
in horizontal product differentiation models (e.g., Salop 1979;
Tirole 1988). In the latter models, firms directly compete
with each other for customers, whereas in our model firms
(advertisers) compete for customers (users) via the publisher’s
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advertising slot. Our focus is on the publisher’s advertising
technology choice (i.e., traditional advertising versus behavioral targeting) and on how this technology choice affects the
publisher’s and advertisers’ payoffs and social welfare. Our
research thus contributes to this stream of literature by
introducing the publisher as a third layer on top of a horizontal product differentiation setup and integrating auctions
within the framework. Because it gives advertisers their
favorable users, behavioral targeting can also be viewed as
product customization by the publisher, if we view advertisers
as the publisher’s customers and users as the publisher’s products. Departing from earlier studies on product customization (e.g., Dewan et al. 2003), the critical feature of our
setting is that customers (advertisers) compete for the publisher’s resource, which brings in new insights beyond the
existing literature.
So far, behavioral targeting mainly takes place on the Internet.
Ultimately, such targeted advertisements could be sent to
televisions using a technology called “addressable television.”
This much-touted technology, by which different advertisements can be sent to different television sets, was until
recently thought to be “vaporware” rather than a practical
reality. However, new advances have been made in the
technology, as evidenced by Google’s recent investment in
Invidi in May 2010 (Kafka 2010). Addressable television,
together with the increasing use of unicast advertising for
online video and other content, brings new possibilities for
advertisers and publishers, and also underscores the importance of understanding the implications of such technologies.

Managerial Implications
As we show in the paper, when advertisers are roughly similar
in valuations and click-throughs, the online publisher’s revenue increases under behavioral targeting if, and only if, the
number of advertisers is sufficiently high. When the advertisers’ valuations and click-throughs significantly differ from
each other, the number of advertisers is not a sufficient measure in choosing the advertising technologies. The rule of
thumb is that behavioral targeting may generate higher revenue only if the resulting competition is not seriously reduced.
The implications for online publishers are two-fold. On the
one hand, behavioral targeting is not necessarily better in
terms of generating revenue. For small publishers that face
low demand for their advertising space, staying with traditional advertising might be best, even without considering the
cost for switching to behavioral targeting. The cost of
running behavioral targeting includes the one-time cost of
acquiring an accurate behavioral targeting algorithm, as well

as the ongoing costs of collecting, storing, and updating users’
profile data. Incorporating such costs, which we do not
consider in this paper, tips the balance even further in favor of
traditional advertising.
On the other hand, we show that when sufficient competition
exists among similar advertisers, the behavioral targeting
revenue for the online publisher can approach double the
income from traditional advertising. Thus, the decision by
online publishers to adopt behavioral targeting should be
driven by the particular set of advertiser characteristics they
face. Publishers that face considerable demand for their
advertising resources can improve revenue by switching to
behavioral targeting. For big publishers with multiple
advertising resources (e.g., YouTube with different video
clips), the advertising technology chosen can be tailored
based on the popularity of the advertising resource: popular
ones by behavioral targeting and unpopular ones by
traditional advertising.
Our study also implies that advertisers’ incentives for
switching to behavioral targeting are not totally aligned. All
advertisers except for the advertiser with the greatest
competitive advantage (i.e., the dominant advertiser in our
model) have a higher payoff under behavioral targeting,
indicating that they would voluntarily adopt behavioral
targeting. Except for special cases, whether the most competitive advertiser benefits from behavioral targeting hinges on
a combination of factors, such as the number of advertisers
and the valuations of the competitors who share a similar user
preference. The most competitive advertiser benefits from
and is willing to switch to behavioral targeting only if the
strength in his competitive advantage is low. In other words,
a really dominant and competitive advertiser might object to
the transition to behavioral targeting, despite the temptation
of exposing the advertisement only to users of high relevance.
In this case, special contract terms might be considered for
those advertisers if necessary.
This research also has implications for social planners, such
as the Federal Trade Commission. With the commonly used
second weighted unit-price auctions, the allocation of
advertising resources under behavioral targeting is a way to
maximize the total welfare of the publisher and the advertisers. Therefore, behavioral targeting should be encouraged,
given the premise that the users’ privacy concerns with
behavioral targeting are properly addressed and thus that their
utilities are not compromised. Users benefit as well if online
publishers allow them to opt out of behavioral targeting.
Users need to be aware of this option so that they can choose
to stay with traditional advertising (e.g., if they are uncomfortable with their private data being collected). The current
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practice of self-regulation proposed by the FTC is generally
in line with the suggestion prescribed in this study. If selfregulation practices are limited or ineffective, stricter regulations should be established and enforced to protect users and
to reap the gain for publishers, advertisers, and users as an
interdependent system. Again, another concern with behavioral targeting is the cost of implementation. In calibrating
the net benefit from behavioral targeting, such costs should be
taken into account. When the cost becomes negligible
compared to the benefit realized as the technology advances,
behavioral targeting should be widely promoted, and the FTC
may even consider subsidizing or facilitating the switch to
behavioral targeting by, for example, offering standard
tracking software.

Limitations and Future Research
This paper has several limitations that suggest the direction
for future research. First of all, we take the second weighted
unit-price auctions that are widely used in online advertising
practice as given, and do not offer the results under different
auction formats. Under a standard auction setting, one wellknown result is the “revenue equivalence” theorem (Klemperer 1999; McAfee and McMillan 1987). Given that our
setting departs from the standard setting in many dimensions,
such as the valuation dependence associated with the
horizontal differentiation model, we do not expect that the
revenue equivalence theorem continues to hold. Therefore,
despite the popularity of the second weighted unit-price
auctions, one natural theoretical question for future research
is whether other types of auctions, such as first weighted unitprice auctions (in which bidders pay the unit prices they bid),
can outperform the one commonly used in practice. Furthermore, the optimal auction design for the setting studied in this
paper—in which the auctioneer (i.e., the publisher) has nonidentical continuous objects (i.e., users) to auction off and
their value to bidders (i.e., advertisers) are dependent—
remains far from clear.
Second, we do not explicitly model the privacy sensitivity of
consumers. Another interesting future direction would be to
introduce some utility function incorporating consumer
privacy and study consumers’ decision making and the implications to social welfare.
In addition, under the second weighted unit-price payment
scheme, the prices for users are discriminatory (i.e., an advertiser would need to pay more for a click-through from a less
preferred user). To facilitate the implementation of our auction mechanism and eliminate these discriminatory payments,
the publisher might be able to compute a uniform payment per
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click-through. Many questions arise, including whether a
payment exists such that all other conditions (e.g., truthful
bidding by advertisers) and results remain satisfied. Also
interesting to study would be the optimal user segmentation
in the setting introduced in this paper.
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